The Model 3648-G is designed to accommodate a variety of sanding, metal grinding, welding, and light plasma applications. The 3648-G comes standard with one 100% polyester flame retardant filter, which cleans with 99.95% efficiency at 0.5 micron. A water pan placed over the filter helps protect it from exposure to hot sparks and extends the life of the filter. Cleaning is done by the “Jet Pulse Automatic Cleaning” that uses the compressed air inside the air tank. It releases instantly in the filters pushing the dust off and into the drawer below. Table top surface is composed of durable single piece ¼” metal plate. A removable spark shield with hinged ends provides spark protection for area workstations. The Model 3648-G is also a great table for the smaller shops.

**Standard Features:**
- Casters, Magnetic Starter,
- Spark Shield “Option D only”.

**Options:**
- Muffler, Timer, Rubber Matting,
- Explosion Proof Motor (3 Phase only), Light Bar, Magnehelic
- Gauge, HEPA Filter Bank, Carbon Filter Bank (Odor Only),
- Aluminum Package, Smoke Arm.

**3648-G**

- **Size** – 36” x 48”
- **Height & Weight** – 36” & 785 lbs
- **Motor** – 2 Hp, 1 or 3 Ph
- **Voltage** – 220-1 Phase, or 230/460/575-3 Ph
- **CFM** – 3400
- **Sound Level** – 78 Decibels
- **Spark Shield** – Placement D only

**Toll Free (USA) 1-877-844-3293**
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